
                        FILM FESTIVAL BRINGS            
GODDARD’S WORK TO THE BIG SCREEN

With a stadium-like seating arrangement, dimmed 
lights and a large projector screen, one could 
easily mistake the Goett Auditorium at NASA’s 

Goddard Space Flight Center as a movie theater. On one 
day this summer, it actually was. 

Over the course of two screenings, employees from 
across the center gathered to attend this year’s Best of 
Goddard Film Festival.

Now in its sixth year, the film festival showcases some of 
the finest work by Goddard’s multimedia team. “The film 
festival serves as a dedicated space to celebrate not only 
the great scientific progress at the center, but also the cre-
ative achievements of its office of communications,” said 
Genna Duberstein, heliophysics multimedia producer and 
organizer of the event. 

Every year, producers choose from dozens of project vid-
eos released in the past year that best capture Goddard’s 
achievements in its core science disciplines: astrophysics, 
Earth science, heliophysics and planetary science. The 
final selections are then included in the film festival. 

Fifteen videos were featured this year, the highest total 
since the festival’s inception in 2010. They included ani-
mations and visualizations of such missions and subjects 
as Landsat, Operation IceBridge, the Solar Dynamics Ob-
servatory, asteroid Bennu and star system Eta Carinae.

“Animation-driven narratives and visualizations highlight-
ing various findings give general audiences a good sense 
and taste as to what our producers, animators, writers and 
visualizers create from week to week,” said Brian Monroe, 
an animator at the Goddard Conceptual Image Lab and 
whose work appeared in the festival. 

The videos, which are often produced in collaboration with 
scientists and engineers, also bring to life concepts which 
are often difficult to understand, giving viewers better in-
sight into the latest developments at Goddard and helping 
scientists understand their own work better. 

“Animations help bring the viewer in where they might oth-
erwise not be as engaged if the only things they saw were 
simply graphs and data sets,” Monroe added. “And when 
scientists, producers and writers see these pieces in their 
final form in the show, they see a bit of the larger context 
in which their components fit.”

As NASA launches new spacecraft and existing missions 
continue to provide new images from all corners of the uni-
verse, Goddard’s multimedia team is pushing the boundar-
ies of its creativity. “Our ability to find diverse ways to tell 
stories through our short videos has improved,” Monroe 
said.

And with all of Goddard in attendance, the film festival is a 
culmination of all the collective efforts.

“The event highlights the return of investments from 
our stakeholders, applauds our scientific achievements, 
enriches our professional profile and provides an acces-
sible environment for viewers of all backgrounds,” said          
Duberstein. n

Above: Goddard employees watch videos about the 
center’s scientific achievements during a screening of the 
Best of Goddard 2015 Film Festival in the Goett Auditori-
um. Fifteen videos were included this year, a record in the 
six-year history of the festival.
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